
DermaPod™ Replenishment Program
Enjoy Savings and Free Shipping when  
you subscribe 

Includes Lifetime Warranty on  
DermaShower Customizable Models

DermaShower™ Filter 
Replacement Program
Enjoy Savings and Free 
Shipping in the Continental U.S.! 

May Be Combined with DermaPod 
Replenishment Program

People get sick for two reasons and two  
reasons only: their body is 1) missing essential 

nutrients and 2) is exposed to toxins— 
both orally and transdermally. Both reasons  
prevent the body from performing optimally. 
This is why I use DermaShower at home and 
recommend the system to to my clients as I 

have researched and studied this since 2018. 
DermaShower delivers clean water free of 

toxins such as chlorine and  chloramines and 
restores the water with essential elements to 

have a profound effect on your health.

- Dr. Nathan Bryan, PhD.
Author and International leader in  

Molecular Medicine/Nitric Oxide Biochemistry
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DermaShower™ Customizable 
Nutrient Infusion System

The World’s First Finely Filtered Transdermal 
Shower System is a revolutionary 3-part filter 
and replenishing system for your shower that 
reduces up to 99% of dangerous chemicals  
from your bathing tap water and infuses it 
with essential elements and minerals for a 
finely filtered common sense approach to 
safe bathing from the outside in. Proprietary 
media filters up to 12,000 gallons of water 
or six months of filtering, without affecting 
water flow and preventing up to 99% of 
dangerous chemicals that can be inhaled 
and/or absorbed by the skin when you 
DermaShower™ daily! 

Revitalize your skin and hair and breathe 
deep when you DermaShower.  By providing 
significant protection from water borne disease 
from bacteria and toxins found in tap water,  you 
can avoid Inhalation of chloramines and toxic 
chemical by-products from steam and skin 
absorption while showering. DermaShower, 
with four models to choose from, is the only 
choice for your daily showering!

1.888.728.2783 

www.dermashower.com  



DermaPod™ Curated Nutrient Booster
Easy to use DermaPod™ Curated Nutrient Boosters are 
used with DermaShower™ Customizable Hand-Held 
model or DermaShower™ Customizable Overhead Shower. 
DermaPod™ Curated Nutrient Boosters infuse a healthy 
transdermal bathing experience unlike any other through 
our proprietary innovative Vortex technology, at the core 
of filter. Similar to using popular coffee pods, simply select 
a DermaPod™ and plug it into the shower cartridge. All 
DermaPods have a blend of 74 ionic minerals and 84 trace 
minerals to powerfully aid in cell health, energy levels 
and brain function. Ionic Minerals, including magnesium 
sulfate, generate billions of minute electrical impulses to 
assist absorption of nutrients for optimum function of 
brain and heart. Additional minerals from pure Himalayan 
Salt, when warmed in the shower, emit a negative 
charge during the evaporation process, that enriches the 
immediate area as the negatively charged ions attach to 
toxins neutralizing their charge to assist with detoxifying 
one’s system. Choose from three distinct DermaPod™ 

experiences: 

 Essential Elements DermaPod™

An aroma neutral blend provides a powerful shower 
experience infused with ionic and trace minerals to silken 
your skin and revitalize your body.

 Energizing DermaPod™  
An invigorating blend to jump start your day with 
Eucalyptus, used medicinally since the 1800’s, assists in 
body aches, easy breathing and uplifting sensations. This 
powerful blend energizes the senses and leaves skin silky 
smooth.

 Calming DermaPod™

Soothing Lavender, used since ancient Egyptian times, 
imparts restorative and stress-reducing sensations and  
aid with mood, sleep and relaxation. 

 DermaPod™ Assortment
Sample pack of 4 each of Essential Elements, Energizing 
and Calming DermaPod Curated Nutrient Booster.

DermaPod™ monthly auto-ship savings-subscription with life-time guaranty and 
DermaShower™ filter-replacement is available

DermaShower™ Customizable 
Both models can be customized with DermaPod™ 
Curated Nutrient Boosters.  The high-grade proprietary 
filtering media has proven reduction of both organic 
and inorganic chemicals found in tap water. The 
Catalytic Carbon filter reduces chloramine, a toxic 
disinfectant used to treat water. The Catalytic Carbon 
and the patented KDF 55, with patent pending Vortex 
Blending Technology, together are proven to reduce 
up to 99% of VOC’s (Volatile Organic Compounds) 
including chlorine, which produces chloroform, highly 
toxic when inhaled. DermaShower also reduces 
bacteria, fungus, algae, and most heavy metals. The 
proprietary combined filtering media creates finely 
filtered water without toxins or chemicals through 
naturally derived filtering media—all NSF and WQA 
Approved. 

*This model may be experienced with or without DermaPod™ Curated
Nutrient Booster for optimal results

MOMS...
DADS...

PETS...

KIDS...

DERMASHOWER EVERYDAY...
For Everyone In Your Family
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